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Speaker for June 16th, 2013
Gaynor Foster
- The Oneness Blessing -

S

ydney Oneness Blessing Giver,
Gaynor Foster, talks about the
Oneness Blessing.
T h e O n e n e s s Bl e s s i n g i s t h e
phenomenon behind the work of the
Oneness University. It is a transfer
of energy through touch or by the
power of intent that helps to create a growth in consciousness,
producing a shift in the perception and experience of life.
The Oneness Blessing is also found to help heal the body and
release repetitive emotional patterns, resulting in greater ease
and comfort with oneself. In relationships, it enables a greater
sensitivity and connectedness with others, freeing us from the
limitations of our judgements and conditioning.
When more people enter into a state of Oneness, the potential
arises for a flowering of the heart of all humanity, ushering in
an age of peace and harmony for the world.
The talk will be followed by a short meditation, and the receiving
of a hands-on Oneness Blessing.
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From the Editor

hile in France, I paid a visit to the famous ‘Maison de la Radiesthesie’. This is where in the 1950’s Leon Chaumerie and Andre de
Belisal developed their work on Scientific Dowsing.
The ‘Maison de la Radiesthesie’ is a small shop near ‘La Madeleine’ in
Paris. There, you can still buy the Chaumery and De Belisal pendulums:
the ‘Virtual Cone’ pendulum, and the ‘Universal’ pendulum.
After the death of Leon Chaumery in
1954, of
exposure to excessive
amounts of ‘Vertical Negative Green’
radiation, research in Scientific Dowsing ceased due to fear of exposure.
By a strange turn of fate, Dr Ibrahim
Karim, on a trip to Paris visited the
‘Maison de la Radiesthesie.’ At that
time the daughter of the original owners, who were involved in the Scientific Dowsing research, recognised Dr
Karim’s extraordinary dowsing ability,
and handed him all the original research material she still had in her
possession.

One of De Belisal’s invention

Dr Karim’s own research led him to develop a better understanding of
these energy qualities, and to find out the antidote to the Vertical Negative Green (The Horizontal Green). He called this science ‘BioGeometry’.
This month we have quite a few local articles on Dowsing. I decided to
include an interesting story about a small boy’s after-death experience on
page 23, as it gives a small glimpse of our capability as humans.
Until next time..						
									François
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Down to Earth Autumn
By Sib Cole reprinted from Dowsing Today
The Journal of the British Society of Dowsers, November 2009

A

fter a somewhat shaky beginning, the summer of 2009 wasn’t too
bad for us gardeners, once it got going. I have to laugh when people
talk of ‘the end of the gardening season.’ - in my opinion there is no such
thing. No sooner have the last of this year’s runner beans been picked,
than we’re off preparing a patch for the over-wintering onions, garlic,
beans and peas.
Dowse for a suitable site for over-wintering crops, not forgetting the
method of warming the ground that has been used in the Isles of Scilly
for raising the soil temperature. (Ed’s note: we’ve written about this before, but some dowsers are a little confused - so here’s the detail to show
you just how).
Select the plot that you
wish to plant up, then
mark out a pentagon
around the plot, using
stones, wooden pegs,
upturned flowerpots or
other
non-ferrous
markers. The figure
marked out need not be
a geometrically accurate pentagon as long as it has five sides.
Walk around the pentagon touching each marker as you do so. Make
sure that you do not leave any small gaps when reaching the last marker.
Make five circuits of the markers in order to obtain the maximum effect
- each circuit should give a temperature rise of up to 2 degrees Fahrenheit (1.2 degrees Centigrade), the maximum taking up to 2 weeks to occur. Some dowsers make the circuits while holding a dowsing rod in the
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right hand, when it should give a positive reaction over each marker,
some use a pair of rods in which case they should cross when held over
each marker. I also suggest touching each marker or tapping it with your
dowsing rod - this may reinforce the power of the ‘intent’ that you are
putting in.
It is also possible to do this indoors. Mark out a five-sided figure on a
piece of paper, then make a rough drawing of the plot or structure that
you wish to heat in the middle of the diagram. Move around the markers, touching each one with your finger, again making sure not to leave
any gaps. I read that you should face north when using this method, and
move in an anti-clockwise direction, but some say this is not really necessary. Dowse for whether you need to do this or not.
This method of localised heating may sound implausible to anyone who
has not tried it, but many swear it works. Bulb growers in the Isles of
Scilly have used the method for a number of years, having discovered it
almost by accident.
You can warm up a greenhouse or poly-tunnel by this eco-friendly method, which of course costs nothing. However I am going to use the method to keep the compost bins warm through the winter, in an attempt to
kill off weed seeds in the compost.
It is suggested that it is best to repeat the circuits of the pentagon about
every 6 months, as the warming effect tends to drift away southwards.
One thing to watch out for is, that any iron or other ferrous metal left in
the soil for a time, can knock out the warming effect. Don’t use iron pegs
as markers, and ensure that pipes, bits of angle-iron etc, belonging to the
greenhouse or other structures inside the pentagon, are not made of ferrous metal.
Dowse the area after setting up the pentagon to ask if you have done it
properly!
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There are plenty of opportunities for the dowsing gardener at this time of
the year, both indoors and outside, depending on the weather. Although
this season has not been too bad, weather-wise, we found our soil was not
in as good condition as it might have been.
I suspect, and have confirmed by dowsing, that the previous two very wet
years caused much of the nutrient content of the soil to leach out, so this
winter we plan to have a major attempt at getting the ground back in
good heart again.
Dowse over beds that did
not perform too well, asking if the soil was deficient in, for example,
trace elements - if so,
which ones? Has all the
humus leached out? Is the
soil too acid or too alkaline? Dowse for the pH of
the soil and act accordingly. If you need to add lime for example, dowse for the dosage rates and
the best time to apply it.
By the time you read this it will be rather late in the year to sow green
manure, but covering the beds with old lawn-mowings or other suitable
mulch will help to keep the soil stabilised. Dowsing the seed catalogues
is a pleasant task for a winter evening, and if you are planning to grow
items such as potatoes or onions for long-term storage, dowse for the best
storing varieties.
Some of these suggestions might sound simple for the experienced garden dowser, but at the recent BSD conference I realised that there are
many keen beginners who are new to both dowsing and gardening.
Another good project to do in the winter is to make a Genesa Crystal to
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cleanse, energise and balance the energy in your garden. I had seen this
structure in use but didn’t know much about it until a few years ago
when I bought a copy of ‘The Perelandra Garden Workbook’ by Machaelle
Small Wright, which includes an appendix with useful information on
the crystal.
Genesa, is a registered trademark of the Genesa Foundation, the concept
being discovered by Dr Langharn, while working in plant genetics in
South America in the 1940s. He discovered that certain shapes represent
natural growth patterns through which energy flows.
The gardeners at Perelandra
have a large crystal [about two
feet wide], in their garden and
others inside the house. The
size affects the area that will
reap the benefit. Precise sizes
are not given in the above
book, but you can of course
dowse for the best size for your
purpose.
The book describes them as
‘an energy air-conditioner’ which draws in energy from about two miles,
[depending on its size], cleanses and balances the energy, then sends it
back out.
They are quite simple structures, consisting of four interlocking hoops,
which can be made from any material which is flexible, but stiff enough
to support the finished structure. Again, dowse for the best material for
your particular situation.
One of the members of Wyvern Dowsers (of which I am a member)
made a beautiful small one about three inches wide from thin copper
strips. This needed to be soldered, but if you use something like plastic
Dowsers Society of NSW – June 2013
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piping or cardboard, glue would do the job. If in doubt - dowse.
You may have only one suitable place to put the finished crystal, but if
you have a choice of sites, or are not sure which would be the best place,
dowse for this and also whether you need to place the crystal on one of
its square faces, or on one of the triangular faces. The positioning may be
altered if dowsing suggests so.
When you start the seed planting marathon, dowse for seed viability, also
flower colours of individual seeds in mixed packets. This can save quite a
lot of frustration, not to mention wasted time, greenhouse or windowsill
space and compost. If you are hoping to attract, or deter wildlife from
your garden, dowse for appropriate species, fencing materials, etc.
Most gardeners know how important it is to dig up all potatoes, so that
none are left in the soil to potentially cause problems next year. An old
gardener I know, meticulously dowses his potato patch each year to find
any still lurking in the ground.
In a previous issue of the ‘Dowsing Today’, I wrote briefly about the possible
effects in plants watered with water
that had been magnetised by immersing a magnet in the waterbutt.
I have recently read about a theory put
forward by an American professor, that
the ancient Irish round towers may
have been used to attract radiation
from Space, [infra-red frequency], to
aid crop growth.
Many of these old towers are constructed from limestone, basalt and
sandstone, all of which are paramagPage 8
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netic, and are able to attract and store magnetic fields.
Although other experts have laughed at this suggestion, when you remember that the bulb growers in the Scillies noted the superior performance of bulbs being grown near large granite outcrops, surely the theory deserves further investigation.
Of course the towers may have this effect although that may not have
been the reason they were built, but a side effect. Should anyone have
more info on this I would love to hear from them. Happy gardening and
may you have a blight free 2010.
Books quoted from:
‘The Perelandra Garden Workbook’, 2nd. Edition by Machaelle Small
Wright ISBNO 927978 12 1
‘The Book of Magnet Healing’ by Roger Coghill ISI3N1 85675 160 0
‘Water Divining and Other Dowsing’ by Ralph Whitlock ISBNO 7090
4792 95. 						
										Sib Cole
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A Mother’s Healing
- How and Why it Works –
By John Richardson

M

y article ‘Your Second Brain’s involved in Healing’ published in the
April, 2013 Newsletter, outlines the common factor in all vertebrates enabling one to adjust the others’ homeostatic mechanism...
Watch mothers doing healing with their small children:
A small child bumps their head, has a fall, stubs a toe or jams a finger,
and bursts into tears accompanied with loud sobbing and calling, “Mummy! Mummy!” etc.
• Mother cuddles the child to her and utters “Shush! Shush!”
• “Now, show Mummy and I will kiss it better!” (deed done)
Other kisses to cheeks and a firm cuddle
• “There all better, off you go and play.”
The child now fully de-traumatised and miraculously healed in a matter
of moments, is off without a second thought of their former injury!
Now, what happened in that healing?
Because they had the same class of ‘Electrical Energy Space’, when mother and child came together, this gave her instant access to the child’s emotional mechanism area.
• She issued a directive order to that mechanism of “Shush! Shush!”
• Directive to child, “Show me and I will kiss it better.” (deed done)
• Delivers more kisses and gives child a firm cuddle and says, “There, all
better! Off you go and play.”
The mother had adjusted the child’s ‘Homeostatic Controls’ which produced harmony on the emotional level.
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Healing in other cases follows a variation of the above example.
EXAMPLE: - Joan (name changed) had suffered aching legs for many
years, but on this occasion she had throbbing pain in both knees, making
sleep impossible. She asked me to do something to stop the pain.
• I walked to her bedside and placed my
hands on both knees. In lesser situations physical contact may not be required.
• I closed my eyes and mentally commanded Joan’s homeostatic control as
if I was talking to an errant person;
• “Stop the pain and the memory of the
pain in both legs in the past, present and
future on all levels of existence.”
• After a short period I issue a mental
command• “Remove all inflammation from Joan’s
body and come to harmonious balance.”
Ten to fifteen minutes after starting the healing Joan was asleep and slept
soundly for hours.
Treat ‘Distant Healings’ as though they are present with you.
Remember the mother’s healing Tailor your healing to suit the situation!
“There, all better! off you go and play”.
Enjoy!
						John Richardson, (02) 6643 3813.
Dowsers Society of NSW – June 2013
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Map Dowsing in Western Australia
by Geoffrey Peart-Tang

T

his is Map Dowsing over part of an anomaly, in an isolated part of
Australia. (Unfortunately the map supplied was unreadable.)

Mineralization is closely associated with the anomaly and the earth energies as shown. Even closer association is the concentrations of gold which
intensify the energies within the anomaly. As a consequence, the map
shows the location of the gold (strike and dip); of which depth and
amount, can also be dowsed and indicated. Alluvial gold can also be
shown, which is free and not actually part of the anomaly as such. Position, depth and amount can also be indicated here.
Map dowsing shows the earth energies as an intricate pattern which flows,
and shows some order to the chaos of geological changes through the
ages. It shows that many so called ‘lines’ are actually made up of points or
intensities rather than a solid constant energy. Just as many points form
a line between themselves.
Most of the energy lines are part of a more intensive structure which
make up an energy centre or chakra. Some may measure fifty kilometres
wide by fifty kilometres long, and yet some are only a few metres and
come in all shapes and sizes and intensities. At different map scales, the
‘patterns’ themselves will change, just as if viewing the blood flow around
our bodies at various distances or scales.
Map dowsing for water or energy lines close to the surface does not have
to be so intensive (as say gold dowsing), and can be done in a very short
time. Depth, quality, negative or positive, amounts plus others can also
be shown.
Mapping the earth energies in this way can also show the grid like patterns which surround the earth, including ley lines etc. (above the surPage 12
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face). It is best to isolate the subterranean earth energies, from
the above ground energies, when
doing this type of map; either one
or the other.
How to map dowse:
The most important and critical
part is to insure the ‘map’ is to
scale. The map can be a blank
piece of paper, with points of reference marked to provide position and
scale, or a print off of any lands survey map.
It makes it easier when doing the field work, to have any or either of GPS
coordinates, a tree, gridline, shed, fence line…….something to see clearly where you are. The ideal tool for dowsing accurately on a map, is a six
inch piece of fine cotton with a small pendulum on the end.
Focussing in your mind what you are looking for, (most important) hold
the pendulum in one hand (only 3 or 4 inches free) and a pencil in the
other, with the “map” on a flat horizontal surface in front of you. An uncluttered map is best for subterranean energies.
Searching for and map subterranean earth energies.
• Choose an interesting area and decide your scale to start with.
• Provide the map and lay the map on the table.
• ‘Think earth energy’ and allow the pendulum to be attracted to a certain spot (do not allow the pendulum to do anything other than be
attracted and still……no swinging around or indicating yes or no’s)
• Bring the pendulum to just above (almost touching) the paper and
mark a very small cross with the pencil, (this will probably involve the
other hand that is not used, to being used) and the cross size is important.
Dowsers Society of NSW – June 2013
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• Choose the size and keep all the following crosses the same size.
• The smaller the cross, the more intricate the map!
• Once one cross has been placed on the map, stay connected to that
proximity and move very slightly off to one side. It will become easy
to “know” which way to go after a while and the attraction will start
again. Mark the next cross……and so on.
Eventually the whole energy centre will take shape.
A3 size is probably the best all-rounder.
Mapping underground water streams, ley lines etc (and energy lines
which affect health) is slightly different.
• Choose the map, find the attraction, and then allow the pendulum to
swing over the centre of the stream…….mark the spot with a small
line in the direction of the swing, (not circular) and move the pendulum over to the upstream or downstream position, and mark again
joining all of the sections as you go……….and continue.
• Keep marking all of the streams present.
• Depth, quantity and all the essential information can be done using
the pendulum, and then most importantly….verified in the field with
pendulum or wires.
I have quickly jotted down most of this information. It would be great to
be able to pass this on to anyone who is interested.
Attached is a scanned copy of a small part of an earth energy centre. I will
scan a better map at a later date and forward it to you.
I hope your readers may find it interesting.
Kind regards
							Geoff Peart-Tang
							Perth, Western Australia
Page 14
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Library News
Due to my travels, I was not able to get any Library news, except that
Alanna Moore has donated the book ‘Touchstones for Today’ that I reviewed last month, to the library.
I did forget at the time to include a link to the book’s supplier. You can
purchase this book directly from www.pythonpress.com.

Completion
Around the corner I have a friend, in this great city that has no end.
Yet days go by, and weeks rush on, and before I know it, a year is gone,
and I never see my friend’s face, for life is a swift and terrible race.
He knows I like him just as well, as in the days when I rang his bell, and
he rang mine. We were younger then, and now we are busy, tired men.
Tired with playing a foolish game, tired with trying to make a name.
“Tomorrow,” I say, “I will call on Harry, just to show that I’m thinking of
him”. But tomorrow comes and tomorrow goes, and the distance between us grows and grows. Around the corner, yet miles away.
“Here’s a telegram, Sir”, Harry died today!
And that’s what we get, and deserve, in the end.
Around the corner, a vanished friend.
								Charles Hanson Towne
Dowsers Society of NSW – June 2013
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- Beginner Dowsing Seminar June 30th, 2013, with Maggie Lowe

D

owsing is a means of accessing information, using a pendulum via
your body’s own natural electro magnetic sensitivity in answer to a
clearly defined question. At this relaxed, hands-on, interactive, practical
seminar, beginning dowsers will learn the basics of ‘what, why, how and
when’ from Maggie Lowe, who is an experienced tutor.
If you are a dowser already but feel a bit ‘wobbly’, not confident in your
ability or your pendulum “doesn’t seem to be reliable”, these issues will
be addressed.
You will learn how to ask the right questions to produce accurate answers, participate in activities which will build your dowsing confidence,
learn to make and use charts to save time, and be shown the use of other
tools such as divining rods and bobbers.
You will be given an overview of many aspects of dowsing, and the use of
natural, subtle energies for your investigation later. But the main game
plan is to learn the basics, so you leave the Seminar as a confident dowser with a smile on your face, your world changed forever.
About your tutor:
Maggie Lowe also learned to dowse at a Beginners’ Seminar many years
ago, which changed her life. Encouraged to “use dowsing for everything
and push the boundaries” many wonderful discoveries were made in
health, garden, environmental, lost objects and the wonderful world of
energies we live in.
When: The Seminar Registration will begin at 9:30 am for a 10:00 am
start, on Sunday 30th of June 2013.
Where: Community Hall, 44 Gladesville Road, Hunters Hill, Sydney.
(In the same room as our monthly meetings).
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Title:

Beginner Dowsing Seminar
- with Maggie Lowe -

Registration Form

Postcode:

Surname:

on the 30th of June 2013

State:

First name:

I would like to register for the Beginner Dowsing Seminar

Address line 1:

Suburb:

Mobile:

Address line 2:

Telephone:

Enclosed is my cheque or money order for $
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Email: olga.kos@bigpond.com

Please detach this form to register

www.dowsingaustralia.com

Dowsers Society of NSW Inc

Please do not send cash

Tel: 02-9818-6127

Olga Kosterin
169 / 5 Wulumay Close,
ROZELLE, NSW 2039

Forward payment with this completed form to

Dowsers Society of NSW Inc

Please make Cheque or Money Order payable to

Cost: $120 members or $140 for non members

Evolution of a Dowser
by David Kennett, Western Australia
Reprinted from The Geomantica Newsletter

W

hile able to dowse or divine from childhood, my scientific education resulted in me not trusting such things until about 15years
ago. However, during the ensuing 50 or more years, I was provided with
numerous inexplicable events in my life, designed to wake me up.
There are too many to relate here, but in one instance as I approached the
crest of a hill in the Blue Mountains in New South Wales, Australia, a
‘voice’ implored me to pull off the road, “…. as there was a car approaching on the wrong side of the road.”
As a typical young man – I was driving fast – and to pull off onto the
gravel would seem to be an act of utter lunacy. However, I did as instructed and avoided a head on collision that would have resulted in certain death for myself, the other driver and possibly several other drivers
and passengers caught up in the resulting carnage.
Another trip with a friend to Sydney was also amazing, but this time
there was a person with me. We arrived in the typical mayhem of traffic
in Sydney on a Saturday morning – my friend wanting to purchase
Christmas presents for his children at Grace Brothers that was located in
Broadway.
Typical of many country drivers, he was intimidated by the traffic and
said, “Where on earth are we going to park?” Without thinking I replied,
“We will take the first turning right, followed by the next turning right. It
will be a one-way street with parking meters on both sides. The 12th car on
the right is a Mercedes, which will pull away as we approach, and there will
be one and a half hours left on the meter.” And that was the case. Like
many people, I am always able to ‘arrange’ parking places if I give sufficient time following my request, for the request to be fulfilled.
Dowsers Society of NSW – June 2013
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Since that time I have been on an amazing learning curve – guided by the
universe to help address the enormous damage being done to our planet,
by those with agendas of control and wealth creation.
One of my activities is to do water divining for people wanting to drill down
bores. This I do remotely on Google Earth
– anywhere in the world. We can all do it,
it is nothing extraordinary, we just have
to believe we can do it.
Recently I did it for a client who had
moved to Ireland; I determined ‘the best
Dave map dowsing
place for a bore’, and then placed an X on
the Google Earth photo to indicate the
location and directions of subterranean water flow. Most drilling contractors are able to divine with varying degrees of competency, so they are
able to locate the ideal place from my photo.
My divining has expanded into many areas, not least of which is the role
of companion plants that harvest various elements from the atmosphere,
and deposit them in the soil to build up its nutrient level. This is of
course what happens when a paddock is ‘rested’ or permitted to ‘remain
fallow’. For the past 12 years I have been developing methods for growing trees in arid regions. The planting methods are logical but distrusted
by traditional thinkers – once planted, the trees are never watered.
This is really important as 90% of Australia is arid or semi-arid and, like
many people, I am certain the anti-Christ that Nostradamus spoke of is
among us – reeking havoc. Those who have heard of chemtrails – suspect
that terrible chemicals are being spread to ruin agriculture, so the only
crops that will grow will be those genetically modified and supplied by
major international conglomerates. The same chemicals make trees more
flammable, hence the prevalence of wild fires in America.
Many people are opening up spiritually, and through their intuition are
Page 20
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aware that the human race is in mortal danger from these people, if they
are allowed to control the planet. It is my suspicion that governments,
and in particular our elected representatives are threatened, rather than
bribed to pass legislation that enables these companies to further their
mischief.
Under freedom of information – surely we must be able to find out what
is going on? However threats can be persuasive to individuals. What can
we do? I am certainly not an activist or blessed with skills in oratory for
public speaking, but I am certain that if enough people have the guts ‘to
stand up and be counted’ – then there is strength in numbers.
Intuition is alive in all of us, the problem is that for generations, the
powers-that-be have done everything possible – consciously or subconsciously – to suppress it. People were burnt at the stake and hung, drawn
and quartered – threats of such action do suppress all but the most courageous from speaking out. Nowadays of course, it is easy to poison or
shoot someone.
Divining is a way that many of our environmental problems can be addressed, but of course they are not welcomed by those with an agenda of
profit at any price. Sadly, those who have not had the opportunity, time
or inclination to develop their inherited talent for divining, are in the
majority. They will ridicule people in public, and so most of us who have
developed our skills have been disinclined to talk openly about what we
are able to do. Sadly the skeptics have closed minds and simply make no
effort to develop their latent skills. Destruction is so much easier than
construction.
One can read many books on dowsing or divining, but those I have read
are never able to put a scientific explanation on remote divining. They
never will – it is beyond science as we know it. Thus all the authors’
other rationalising is simply misinformed and without basis.
Without scientific accreditation, most people are reticent about believing
it. And yet all they have to do is try it for themselves. Sadly most diviners
Dowsers Society of NSW – June 2013
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have not worked out just how divining works. The reality is that we are
guided by our spirit guides.
When people pass over to the other
side, they retain the same character
traits that they had on earth. Other
factors come into play as well. Where
people have died from murder, suicide or accidental death, their tormented spirits hang around, and if the
dead person’s make up was such as to be highly aggressive, they will disrupt and mislead anyone divining for water. And many people have what
the Chinese call ‘a monkey on the shoulder’. This is a disruptive spirit that
will again, cause even the most capable diviner to fail in his/her attempts
to divine for anything.
Prior to doing any divining, I undertake a spiritual examination of the
land in question and of the persons in my vicinity. I then pass any disruptive spirits over, and get rid of any ‘monkeys’ that might be on people’s
shoulders. I know for a fact that over the years a considerable sum of
money has been spent on trying to find water below the Worooloo Prison
Farm. I am confident that there is water there, as I have found water for
several people living in the surrounding area. There are numerous disturbed spirits on the farm – and this is almost certainly the reason why
water has not been found.
It would be wonderful if the government would adopt an open mind and
be prepared for me, or some other diviner, to clear the spirits at Worooloo
Prison and divine for water. It would be of great benefit to the Justice
Department, for as well as finding water for them, by clearing any spirits
away, they will also be prevented from impacting adversely on people in
the prison farm, both employees or clients.
If anyone is interested in this subject, they may contact the writer on 0427
600 024 or email auria1069@bigpond.com
Page 22
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Alive and Giddy
By Paul Elder
Reprinted from The Quester, Spring Equinox 2013

E

ver wonder what it would be like to die? Well, I’ve crossed that bridge
a few times, and I’m happy to share a bit of the mystery with you.

My first experience came as a big surprise when I was only 12 years old.
On a warm summer day, my little brother, two cousins and I ignored our
parents’ warnings, and found ourselves paddling an abandoned raft in
the middle of the old spring pond, a couple of kilometers from our farm.
We were having a terrific time until the older of our cousins realized that
my brother and I couldn’t swim a lick, and were actually afraid of water.
He thought it would be great fun to violently rock the raft, while the rest
of us hung on for dear life.
On the wet, slippery planks I lost my balance, and the next thing I knew
I was in the water. Terrified, I didn’t have the presence of mind to even
try to dog paddle. In a second, my head slipped below the surface and I
was on my way to the bottom. In my panicked state, it wasn’t long before
the last bubbles of air escaped me and my lungs filled with water.
I had always imagined that drowning would be a horrible way to die, the
mental terror while one’s lungs desperately scream for air - but it wasn’t
like that at all. In fact, as soon as the air evacuated and the water rushed
in, the struggle ended. My panic dissipated, and an absolute peace came
over me. In retrospect, it makes sense. After all, that’s how we come into
the world spending our first nine months in a liquid environment so
it seemed natural to simply drift into that comfortable state.
My eyes open, I slowly descended until I slumped to my knees in the
muddy bottom. The green, murky water no longer frightened me. I felt
no discomfort, just the urge to sleep. Soon, everything began to fade, and
Dowsers Society of NSW – June 2013
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I simply let go and drifted into the blackness.
How long I remained unconscious, I can’t be sure, but at some point I
snapped back into full attention, opening my eyes to an astonishing sight.
I knew I was still in the water, but everything had changed. It seemed like
I was inside a bubble of energy. A flood of bright, pulsating colours surrounded me, radiating through my entire body. To my amazement, each
colour had its own distinct vibration. I’ll never forget fanning my hands
through the vibrating shades, thinking, “Geez, I didn’t know you can feel
colours.”
The experience was so surreal, it quickly dawned on me that I might be
dying, or perhaps I had already died. However, at the age of 12, I had no
real reference to death. I didn’t even know anyone who had died. In fact,
the first time I had ever given any serious thought to dying, came just a
few weeks earlier when I read the book, Tom Sawyer.
At the bottom of that pond, I remembered the part of the story when
Tom was believed to have drowned in the Mississippi, but returned home
just in time for his own church service. As these thoughts arose in my
mind, I felt a sudden burst of energy and the next thing I knew, I went
shooting out of the water and a moment later found myself hovering
over the choir loft in the back of our country church.
Well, you could have knocked me over with a spritz of Holy Water! There
I was, floating mid air, three feet above the empty pews looking down
over our huge empty church, wondering what on earth had just happened. “Oh, my God, I must be dead,” I thought. I had to be. How else
could I be flying? And I was flying, actually flying! How could this be?
Geez, Tom Sawyer didn’t fly.
In complete amazement, I continued floating several feet above the pews
in the choir loft. I found that I could control my movements by simply
thinking what I wanted to do. So I began moving around in a widening
circle, completely aware and with a clearness of mind I had never experiPage 24
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enced before. “If this is
dead,” I thought, “then this
is so cool,” and I began to experiment with my movements. I was just getting the
hang of things, when I felt
this huge spasm in the centre of my stomach, and in
an instant I was back on the
shore of the pond, gasping
for air and spewing water from my lungs. My face bouncing in the mud,
cousin Brian dangled me upside down from the waist, pumping water
from my lungs.
When I finally regained my wits, I looked up at the horrified faces of my
brother and cousins, and inexplicably, I was angry. I felt like I had been
ripped off. I had been having such an amazing time, and now here I was
with mud on my face and a scorching sensation in my sinuses and lungs.
We were all in a state of shock, but within minutes, as I began to feel a
lot better, I couldn’t get the grin off my face. I could hardly wait to tell
someone about what had just happened.
When we finally regained our cool we began the long walk home. Practically bursting at the seams with excitement and wonder, I found myself
dancing like a cat around my quiet, thought-absorbed foot-dragging
brother and cousins. They must have thought that I had water on the
brain, but I just couldn’t stop giggling, all the way home.
Paul Elder is the author of the popular book, ‘Eyes of an Angel’. A survivor of
several near death experiences, he is a Consciousness instructor at the world:
renowned Monroe Institute’s Vancouver Island facility at Honeymoon Bay.
Website: www.monroeinstitute canada.com
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Speaker for July 21st, 2013
Samantha Corrie
- Vibrational Healing-

S

amantha (Sam) Corrie is recognised for her
innate ability to facilitate profound change
in people’s lives.
By using ancient healing skills from around
the world, Sam assists in removing the dis-ease
and pain that results from trauma, soul loss,
anger and grief, therefore encouraging and enabling you to be the best you can possibly be.
As a Shamanic Practitioner and Spiritual Healer, Sam believes that
we are all Divine Healers, and it is only during stress, anxiety, pain
and dis-ease that we stop to look within, and it is during this time
that we seek to find the Truth.
Through gentle and profound healing techniques Sam will help you
cross the boundary of pain and trauma to a space of Unconditional
Love, Divine Healing, Peace of Mind and Depth of Serenity – a
space that is your birth right to live and be, a space that is HOME.
Prior to being a healer, Sam trained as an early childhood teacher.
She has worked with children with dis-abilities, children and families living with HIV/AIDS, and has taught children and adolescents
stress and anger management and relaxation techniques.
www.samanthacorrie.com.au
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Date of Meetings
Third Sunday of every month, except December (2nd Sunday)
Time: 2:00pm to 5:00 pm
Venue for Meetings
Community Hall, 44 Gladesville Road, Hunters Hill
Bus Services:
Transport Enquiries: 131 500
From City, Central : Bus # 501 from Central to Rozelle
then Bus # 506 to Hunters Hill
From City, Circular Quay : Bus # 506
From Chatswood : Bus # 536
Please arrive at the meeting early so as not to disturb
and be seated by 2:00 pm
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